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THERE’S NEVER BEEN
A MORE EXCITING TIME
TO CREATE VIDEO GAMES!
In just a few short decades, video games have grown from the
hobby of a few to a global gaming market projected to reach
$314.40 billion by 2027.
As games and technology become more advanced, new career
opportunities arise, offering game creators unprecedented scope for
creative expression through riveting storylines, compelling visuals,
and immersive experiences.
This guide is to help you get started in the video game industry.
You’ll learn about the game development pipeline, explore different
jobs, get career tips, and more!

At the heart of most games and player
experiences are the characters, worlds,
maps and levels which players interact
with and in. These are the magical places
which capture our imagination.

“

Troy Dunniway, CG Spectrum Department Head of Game Design
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ABOUT CG SPECTRUM
TRAINING THE NEXT WAVE
OF PRODUCTION-READY
FILM AND GAME ARTISTS
CG Spectrum is an online animation, VFX, digital art, and game
development school that helps get students industry-ready sooner.
By offering world-class online career training and personalized
mentorship from industry experts with years of experience working
on blockbuster films and best-selling games, students can become
well trained and prepared for a career in the entertainment industry.

SOME OF THE STUDIOS THAT HAVE HIRED OUR GRADS:
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THE GAME DEV PIPELINE
Much like a production line, the game development pipeline helps organize the flow of work
so that everyone knows what they need to deliver and when. While pipelines vary between
projects and studios, the process is fairly similar across AAA, indie, and mobile games.
Even if you’re only responsible for one aspect of the pipeline, knowing every department’s order
and purpose can help you become a better game developer and invaluable asset to your team.

PRE-PRODUCTION

STEP 1: CONCEPT
The game’s core concept is refined and
expanded to articulate key elements.
Designers work on the core vision and pillars
to define what the game is and what will
distinguish it from the competition.

STEP 2: DESIGN
A detailed design document is
started—it outlines the game’s core
systems and how they work and
includes rough plans for game stories
and levels, technology, visuals, and
other game elements.

STEP 3: RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY
Game engines, tools, pipelines, and software
needed to build and develop the game are
evaluated, developed, and tested.

STEP 4: VISUAL DESIGN
Early game visual concepts are
conceptualized, designed, modeled,
textured, animated, and tested
before they are built.

STEP 5: PROTOTYPE
Prototypes of core gameplay, visuals, a
level, and other important aspects of the
game are created, iterated, and tested to
see if they are fun.
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STEP 6: VERTICAL SLICE
A much more elaborate, playable version
of the game, called a vertical slice, is
created, which is representative of the
final game experience.
www.cgspectrum.com

PRODUCTION

STEP 7: 3D MODELING
Game characters, enemies, vehicles,
environments, buildings, objects, and more are
created, modeled, textured, and made ready to
be put into the game.

< />
STEP 8: PROGRAMMING
Core gameplay systems are written by
programmers in C/C++ while designers help
implement, test, and evaluate everything to
make sure it’s fun and runs fast enough.

STEP 9: 3D ANIMATION
Elements such as characters, backgrounds,
objects, vehicles, and weapons are animated.

STEP 10: LEVEL DESIGN
Level designers create a rough version
of game levels. Artists then add quests,
enemies, stories, puzzles, and all other
aspects needed to bring game levels to life.

STEP 11: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The ‘brain’ of the game, made up of complex
algorithms that customize gameplay, is
programmed into the game.

STEP 12: CINEMATICS
Short narratives that drive the story,
instruct on gameplay, or promote the
game, are added.

STEP 13: INTERFACE

POST-PRODUCTION FIX & POLISH
Heads up displays (HUDs)
which update the player on
progress, and menus instructing on
objectives, available elements, and
in-game purchases, are added.

STEP 14: SOUND DESIGN
Dialogue, special effects, music, and foley
are mixed and edited to create the final
soundscape of the game.

STEP 15: EFFECTS
Visual effects, explosions, and other graphic
elements are added and polished to make the
game look great.
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STEP 16: QA & REFINING
Quality Assurance testers test the game
and provide feedback. Sound and visuals
are given a final polish.
www.cgspectrum.com

JOBS IN GAMES
STARTING SALARY: $55K USD
$

MID-SENIOR LEVEL SALARY: $80K - $111K USD
LEAD/MANAGER SALARY: $135K+

Salaries vary depending on studio size and location

GAME DESIGNER
Requires a balance of creative and technical
skills to bring a game concept to life. They
focus on the function of a game, creating
systems, rules, gameplay, and worlds to
ensure it’s playable, fun, and engaging.
Specializations include level designers,
who focus on creating and implementing
levels, environments, stories and quests,
while systems designers focus on designing
and implementing the minute-to-minute
gameplay systems which make the game
fun, such as controls, movement, and
combat.

GAME PROGRAMMER
Game programming is a field within
software engineering. Game programmers
are usually familiar with one or more
programming language and bring a game to
life through their code. They may specialize
in graphics, tools, artificial intelligence,
audio, user interfaces, and networking.
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As a game designer
your job is to find
the elusive fun and
make an engaging
and compelling user
experience.

“

Troy Dunniway, CG Spectrum
Department Head of Game Design

Click to learn more about each of these
roles, including key responsibilities,
salary range, and how to get started.
DISCOVER YOUR
IDEAL GAMES CAREER:
cgspectrum.com/career-pathways

Student Work: Chris Farkouh
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GAME MODELER
Working from concept art, real-world
reference, and scans, modelers create 3D
assets such as characters, props, vehicles,
weapons, and environments that populate
and form the world of a game. They may
also be responsible for texturing and
shading assets and laying them out in the
scene. As game development becomes
increasingly sophisticated, many game
artists will specialize in one or more of
these areas, often depending on the size of
the studio and project.

GAME ANIMATOR
Responsible for making assets such as
characters, props, and vehicles move
through and interact with their digital
environment, tied directly to game logic
and design. Animation makes a game more
dynamic, adds personality to its characters,
and helps build on the overall realism and
interactivity. Animators make libraries
of complex movements and cycles to be
reused and repurposed. Knowledge of
anatomy, zoology, and basic rigging and
asset creation is useful in this role.
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TECHNICAL ARTIST
(DEPARTMENTAL)
A technical artist must have a solid
understanding of a studio’s work pipeline.
They are often based departmentally,
working with artists and developers to
help bridge gaps in the pipeline between
departments and troubleshoot technical
issues. They also work on general research
and development, create and maintain tools
and plugins, and help optimize workflows.
This is both a creative and technical role.
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN A REAL-TIME ARTIST
AND A REGULAR 3D ARTIST?
A real-time 3D artist works within
the software and its limitations to
see and interact with their final
images in real-time (as opposed to
rendering out your work).
Real-time artists focus on content
or asset creation in a real-time
environment such as a game engine,
often working on a project from
concept to completion.

SOFTWARE QA TESTER

GAME QA TESTER

A software quality assurance (QA) tester
is responsible for ensuring that software
meets its intended purpose and is free
of defects. They typically work with
developers to identify and fix bugs before
the software is released to customers.

A game quality assurance (QA) tester is
responsible for ensuring that games meet
certain standards of quality before they are
released to the public. They usually play the
game extensively and looking for any bugs
or glitches that need to be fixed.

Student Work: Oliver Rotter
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GETTING A JOB IN GAMES:
STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS
Here are some sure-fire strategies to help increase your chances of getting a job in game
development.

GET THE SKILLS
Check out job ads at companies you want to
work for to see the skills they’re hiring for.
Then build your skills! There are many courses
out there with varying levels of support and
interaction. For a more personalized education,
CG Spectrum’s career training includes
mentorship from game industry professionals
and a specialized curriculum updated regularly
to reflect industry standards.

STAY AHEAD OF TRENDS
There are many online tutorials, webinars,
conferences, publications, and other game
dev-related opportunities out there to help
you stay on top of the latest trends and
ensure your skills stay fresh.

CREATE YOUR OWN GAMES
The best way to understand the rigors of
game development is to create your own
rudimentary games. It’s also a great way to
showcase your talent and basic grasp of game
production for potential recruiters.

PARTICIPATE IN GAME JAMS
Game jams are challenges to produce a game
in 24–72 hours, with participants taking on
various roles. These are a great way to gain
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experience and work as part of a team to a
deadline. You can use the final product to
showcase the work you’ve done.

ENGAGE WITH COMMUNITIES
Building connections online is vital to getting
your name and skills recognized, and a chance
to interact with industry professionals who can
offer advice or even jobs.

CREATE YOUR OWN GAMING SITE
Creating a strong portfolio of your work will
help recruiters see if you will be a good fit with
their company. Put your best work up-front
and show your process from initial concept to
execution on each project.

INTERN WITH A GAMING COMPANY
Getting an internship with a company you want
to work for is one way to get your foot in the
door. This option is not viable for everyone, but
it can be an excellent way of gaining hands-on
experience while networking at the same time.

GET A QA JOB IN GAMES
Kick start your career with an entry-level job in
Quality Assurance. You will be expected to break
games still in production and push them to their
limits. Expand your knowledge of gaming while
trying to outsmart the developers.

www.cgspectrum.com

GAME DEVELOPMENT COURSES
TO ADVANCE YOUR CAREER
Strengthen your career opportunities with personalized career training and mentorship
from industry experts at CG Spectrum. Build practical job skills with a specialized
curriculum, meet your mentor for a live weekly Q&A session, get feedback on your
work, access extra career services, and grow with a community of like-minded peers.

GAME DESIGN
Learn to design, validate, and develop
your game ideas and bring them to life in a
playable game prototype. Build immersive
game levels using Unreal Engine, combine
gameplay systems to create more engaging
experiences, and understand what it takes
to create a fun and monetizable game.

GAME PROGRAMMING
Using C++, build the credentials studios are
hiring for, including more advanced uses of
Unreal Engine such as character animations,
particle effects, serialization, loading, and
streaming levels. You’ll finish the course
with a playable game.

FOUNDATIONS OF
GAME ART & ANIMATION
Establish 3D modeling or animation
foundations and build high-quality 3D
assets, environments, and characters using
Maya, Motionbuilder, Substance Painter,
and Unreal Engine. You’ll become familiar
with real-time and virtual production
pipelines as you learn rigging and motion
capture basics, and how to set up animated
characters in the engine.
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REAL-TIME 3D TECHNICAL ART
& VIRTUAL PRODUCTION
Dive into world-building in Unreal
Engine and QuadSpinner Gaea and
learn advanced texture blending, auto
materials, and water systems. Learn
everything from lighting, composition,
and color, to blocking out, fleshing out
your scene, setting up cameras, and how
to use motion capture and control rigs.
Graduate with a film-quality cinematic
shot for your portfolio.

ISTQB® CERTIFICATION COURSES
Learn testing principles, methodologies
and techniques used globally across
several industries; feel confident working
within agile and non-agile environments;
and develop your competitive edge with
ISTQB® certification.
EXPLORE CG SPECTRUM’S GAME
DEVELOPMENT COURSES Learn
more about the curriculum, fees, and
how to get started at
cgspectrum.com/game-development

Student Work: Jake Baker
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SCOT BAYLESS
GAME DEVELOPMENT
Falcon 3.0, Crimson Skies,
007: Everything or Nothing,
Devil May Cry

TROY DUNNIWAY
GAME DESIGN
Rainbow Six Vegas, Age of
Empires 3, Command and
Conquer 3, Ratchet & Clank

FIRAS HOSN
GAME PROGRAMMING
Far Cry 3, 4, and 5,
Assassin’s Creed 3,
Splinter Cell: Blacklist

LEARN FROM INDUSTRY PROS
LIKE THESE

SIMON WARWICK

ALEX LORI

MOURA MELONDEAU

REAL-TIME 3D

FOUNDATIONS

GAME DESIGN

Batman: Arkham City,
The Wolverine,
X-Men: Destiny

Adventures of Puss in Boots,
Monsters vs Aliens, Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles

Assassin’s Creed Valhalla

WILLIAM FAUCHER

CARL SHEDD

NICOLAS NAJM

REAL-TIME 3D

VIRTUAL PRODUCTION

GAME DESIGN

Black Panther, Watchmen

Brothers In Arms,
Borderlands, Rage

Spiderman 2, Far Cry 5 & 6,
Watch Dogs 2
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BENEFITS OF STUDYING
AT CG SPECTRUM

INDUSTRY MENTORS

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

Learn from experts who currently
work on major films and games.

Plan your studies around your work
and family commitments.

JOB-READY SKILLS

PAYMENT PLANS

Build practical and relevant job skills
that studios are looking for.

Pursue your passion and start working
sooner with flexible payments.

h
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

AMAZING ONLINE COMMUNITY

Personalized support, portfolio/CV
reviews, and interview prep.

Join our supportive community of students,
alumni and mentors from all over the world.

www.cgspectrum.com

STUDENT SUCCESS
LORIS C
“CG Spectrum prepares you to work
as a professional game designer from
day one.”

ERIKA H
“I had a blast at CG Spectrum. This
was the first time I was actually
enjoying my studies and putting my
best effort in. Online school was a
great option, it didn’t require me
to move anywhere, I could work at
the same time and was still able to
manage my time well.”

SEBASTIEN M
“It’s your career success that
matters. I applied to some companies
with my updated reel ... then I was
hired by Ubisoft where I worked
on one of their biggest franchises,
Assassin’s Creed Syndicate!”

CHRIS F
“When I came to CG Spectrum I
had 20 years of live entertainment
experience, and they seamlessly
transferred me from physical to
virtual production. I can’t speak
highly enough about the school.”
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“Since the first contact,
the school staff have
been very friendly and
professional.
There is a genuine
interest in helping us
achieve our goals. The
course content is very
well designed, covering
from basic to advanced
topics in a concise and
didactic way.
The big difference, in
my opinion, is that
we have the guidance
of a very high level
professional who works
in the industry.”
Raphael H, CG Spectrum Game
Programming graduate

Student Work: Noor Vullinghs
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YOUR FUTURE
IN GAMES AWAITS!
Explore courses and apply
at cgspectrum.com
Visit our website to see how we can support you on your
journey, or email hello@cgspectrum.com to talk to the
Student Admissions Team about your personal career goals

Student Work: Gavin Cahill

